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January 30, 2015 

 
Review Panel for Exchange Emerging Leader in Early Care and Education 

 

It is my pleasure to write this letter of recommendation and support for Kara Lehnhardt, MBA, who fits and 

exceeds every criteria Exchange has defined for an emerging leader in the field.  As I review the key 

characteristics and descriptions of leadership, emerging, roles, knowledge base and spirit, I recognize and admire 

traits and talents of Kara in every one. 

 

She brings a unique combination of academic preparation, professional experience, success and advancement at 

every step on her career path, and specific project and content expertise in early childhood management and 

leadership. Informed by her business education, having spent many years working with, and being mentored by, 

Paula Jorde Bloom at the McCormick Center for Early Childhood Leadership at National Louis University where 

the focus is on leadership development, Kara has developed a local, statewide and national perspective and 

established her voice and presence in the field.  She has been critical to the design, development and delivery of 

innovative leadership development programs that blend new technologies with best practices in management and 

leadership. She is highly praised by the leadership at the McCormick Center as a “key to quality” on their team 

and someone who embodies the spirit of “Taking Charge of Change” and who always “Aims4Excellence.” 

 

I highly recommend Kara as an exemplary leader in early childhood education, who combines her knowledge, 

skills and experience with unique talents, a deep commitment to excellence, passion for leadership development, 

application of business practices to program management, innovative approaches to professional development 

and forward looking applications of technology and digital media to her work at the McCormick Center.  She is 

the kind of emerging leader who will continue to have an impact on our field through her spirit of collaboration, 

personal initiative and a commitment to her own lifelong learning so that she can support the lifelong and lifewide 

learning of early childhood professionals. She demonstrates leadership and turning vision into action to make a 

difference in the lives of children, families, communities, early care and education professionals and the field. 

 

Kara Lehnhardt is the kind of emerging leader I am eager to follow. 
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